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SNAPSHOTS FROM MCY

MCY 65. GRAND IN EVERY LITTLE DETAIL
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EDITORIAL

“

Dear Friend,
we are often led to believe that the
smallest model of a range, whether we
think about cars, planes or boats, is
necessarily the least important. It is a
common stereotype frequently related to
the size or to the quality of the materials
utilized by the producer, but surely not the
case in Monte Carlo Yachts.
Despite being the tiniest of the MCY range,
the MCY 65 plays a fundamental role as
the leader of a wide range characterized
by strong stylistic consistency, creating a
solid link in between MCY and MC brands
and offering solutions normally findable on
much larger yachts.
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That’s why she has been dubbed as the
“Mini-Mega Yacht” on the cover of one
of the most influential international
magazines and has been capable to catch
the eyes of dozens of owners across the
world becoming one of the most successful
yachts in her category.
For these reasons, and for many others
that you will discover while reading, we are
extremely happy to dedicate this fifth issue
of Snapshots from MCY to our MCY 65.

Federico Peruccio
Marketing and Communication Manager

”
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At a glance

At almost 20 meters in
length, the “mini mega
yacht” is perhaps the best
exemplification of Monte
Carlo Yachts’ well-known
trait of delivering spacious
interior and exterior spaces
that had previously been
the exclusive hallmark of
megayacht-category boats.
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From the sheltered aft area
through the flexible and luxurious
Portuguese deck and up to the flybridge,
the MCY 65 surprises and delights
for the elegance of its vast spaces.
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At a glance

MAIN DIMENSIONS
Overall length (LOA) 19.82 m - 65 ft
Maximum beam 5.25 m - 17 ft 1 in
Draft 1.55 m - 5 ft 1 in
Displacement 35 t Dry
ENGINES
2 x MAN V8 1000
2 x MAN V8 1200
SPEED
Maximum speed 30 kn (MAN V8 1000)
31 kn (MAN V8 1200)
Cruise speed 24-26 kn (MAN V8 1000)
24-26 kn (MAN V8 1200)
TANKS
Fuel 3500 l - 925 US gal
Fresh water 750 l - 198 US gal
BUILDING MATERIALS
VTR, Kevlar®, Carbon Fiber
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
& ENGINEERING
Monte Carlo Yachts
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DESIGN
Nuvolari Lenard
DESIGN CATEGORY
CE-A
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Key Features

Known as the “mini mega yacht”, the MCY
65 is grand in every little detail. Classic
elements are intelligently reinterpreted for
a boat that possesses a timeless, instantly
recognisable style and a distinctive naval
allure. The result is cutting edge but
reassuring, and the MCY 65 serves as an
honoured ambassador for Monte Carlo
Yachts’ unique style both in the overall lines
of the boat and its details.
True to the MCY collection’s key features,
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the MCY’s interior spaces more than
meet the expectations laid out by the
exteriors: the surface area and the
volumes expand in a succession of
luxurious, comfortable habitats, ideal for
conversation, entertainment, relaxation, or
a lovely dinner with friends and guests. But
utmost comfort finds its best expression
in the master cabin; a real full-beam suite
featuring an ample study and a large walkin closet.
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Key Features
B o w and S ide ways

Bow lounge area
The extensive area is ideal for using large
sun loungers enjoying the sea view with
one’s family and guests in a space which is
both open and private.
You have the certainty of being on board
a mega yacht: no other vessel this size is
capable of providing a customizable area
like this.
Portuguese bridges
The foredeck is truly class leading, and
Portuguese bridges such as these are
normally reserved for mega yachts.
The Portuguese deck leads to an exquisitely
private living room. A real lounge which
adapts to different uses during the whole
day on board.
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Key Features
MAIN DECK

Saloon
In the interior, the living room fulfills all the
promise of the external spaces and increases
in a succession of luxurious living areas.
In the interior, the living room fulfills all the
promise of the external spaces and increases
in a succession of luxurious living areas.
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VIP Cabin
The warm décor underlines the very
convenient and contemporary overall
look and makes one feel very comfortable
indeed. Prestigious names from the
world of international design and fashion
combine together.
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Key Features
LOW E R D E C K

Owner Cabin
The full beam owners’ suite offers spectacular
dreamy panoramic views through full-size
MCY design windows.
The space for the owner bathroom is
sumptuous and offers a large shower the
highest-quality materials and hand-crafted
Venetian mosaics.
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Key Features
F lybridge

MCY 65 offers a complete arrangement comprehensive of
an open air kitchen and a variety of sitting and sunbathing
areas. The sundeck perfectly offers what these spaces are
supposed to be about: namely privacy, panorama views,
comfort, sun and shade.

Best in class flybridge area
Flybridge area: 21.5 sqm

4

3

2

1

Carbon Fiber T-Top (opt.) including electric
operable Soft Top.

2

Seating arrangements and sunbeds Sofas offer
both formal dining and lounge relaxing spaces.

3

Top quality teak table suitable up to 8 people with
stainless steel legs.

4

Open air galley with sink, hot and cold water supply,
fridge, ice maker, storages and barbecue grill (opt.).
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Key Features
main deck

The main deck outdoor areas really give the impression
of being on board a mega yacht. The large outstanding
sideways bring you safely to the inimitable bow lounge
area. The very deep and large aft deck is surrounded by
unmistakable fashion plates and covered by the extended
overhead of the flybridge.

Exclusive bow lounge and aft deck area
Bow area: 8.7 sqm
Aft deck area: 13.2 sqm

2

4

3

1

2

1

Confortable and safe Magayacht mooring area and
equipped with anchor and electric winches.

2

High and safe sideways and the Portuguese bridge
with storages lead to a unique private and safe bow
lounge area.

3

Top quality teak table for 8 people with two
stainless steel legs.

4

The aft deck area includes a large al fresco dining
table useful to enjoy meals with many guests being
covered and protected from the sun.
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Key Features
main deck

Design and functional solutions supply guests onboard
with a suitable, luxurious and private setting for ample resting
times, lunches and dinners. The saloon offers a open lounge
area almost on the same level with no steps in between the aft
cockpit and the interior dining area. An unusual feature at this
end of the market.

Main deck saloon area
Saloon and dining area: 16.5 sqm
Galley area: 4.1 sqm

3
4
2
1

1

Semi-automatic electric watertight door which
offer a very easy passage from saloon to starboard
sideway (opt.).

2

Television with up/down and rotating lifting
mechanism so that you can enjoy it from the sofas,
from the aft cockpit and dining table. (opt.).

3

The full equipped galley area is situated while
entering the main saloon so that it comfortably
connects the interior and the exterior spaces.

4

Saloon door in stainless steel and tempered glass with
special system for complete folding on port side.
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Key Features
lo w er deck

The lower deck offers comfortable accommodation up to 6
guests in 3 double cabins. Crew can operate on board taking
care of the yacht while remaining fully independent of moving
around without interfering with the guests.

Generous lower deck arrangements
Owner cabin area: 18.1 sqm
Crew area: 5.1 sqm

4
3

2

5

1

The double door transform the guest cabin
bathroom in a day toilet easily accessible for
daily and night use.

2

Light and comfortable access to all cabins with
natural light coming from the large windows
above and top quality materials.

3

The large full beam owners’ suite offers
natural light coming in from the MCY
design windows and a luxury décor which
characterizes the bathroom, the furniture
finishing and two generous wardrobes.
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1

4

The crew quarters are located aft and offer
comfortable space for two crew members,
including also a private bathroom and an
opening porthole.

5

Direct access from the aft platform to the
engine room and to the crew cabin through
a weather tight door. Very confortable
access to the other yachts in this category.
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Key Features
M ega Yacht D etails

Precious natural woods,
exquisite fabrics, Venetian
Murano glass mosaics,
natural stones and
Italian leathers are just
a few of the superior
materials available on
the MCY 65. The almost
unlimited possibilities of
customization offered by
MCY constitute one of the
most important hallmarks
of the brand.
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The MCY 65, as the rest of the MCY range,
besides presenting the best in class volumes,
is able to offer unprecedented levels of
customization normally findable in much
larger yachts.
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References

“

Power & Motoryacht Cover

“

MCY’s Mini Megayacht

Yachts International
Magazine - USA

“

The new MCY 65 boasts the same
elegance and functionality demonstrated
by her bigger sister. An innovative design
goes hand in hand with a rational layout
and state-of-the-art technology.
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Sea Magazine - USA
Sea Trial by Captain Tom Serio

“

Suited for the bikini-clad set or men
dressed in their best penguin suit, the MCY
65 will make you feel at home either way.
It’s elegant, yet simple; fun, yet assured in
handling; solid, yet transformative, from
day to night, casual to black-tie.
There are so many things to rave about
on the new MCY 65 but nothing sums up
this remarkable package as well as the
engine room. With 5ft 8in of headroom,
chequer-plate flooring, stainless steel
engine cradles, room to swing a tiger,
and the lighting and cleanliness of a
surgical theatre, it could have been stolen
from a boat twice its size. Best of all,
this doesn’t come at the expense of the
accommodation, which is itself a match for
anything its class.
The fit and finish of all three ensuite cabins
together with the marble-clad bathrooms
are arguably even classier.
The overall effect of the aft-galley layout
is of a sophisticated, relaxed, light-filled
space where owner operators can feel at
home with family and friends. There is also
a very confortable two-berth crew cabin
behind the engine room but it’s easily smart
enough for kids or guests if needed. Joystick
controls ensure you’ll never need professional
assistance to park and a wonderful foredeck
lounging area ensures privacy in the marina,
a safe walkaway forward and a sunbathing
platform at anchor.
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References

MCY 65 owner
Germany

Yes I am an ambassador
of MCY now and would
recommend the brand
to my best friends.

“

The MCY was hitting my desire very deeply.
I was hesitating to choose a timeless design
or a modern style and MCY is the best of two
worlds. But not only for design. You can sail
her with 10 knots very comfortably and go
fast up to 28 knots if the Bora wind in Croatia
is forcing you to reach the next marina before
darkness. Today I would choose her because I
know her quality in bad weather but this I did
not know when I was buying her.
My nicest experience on board the MCY
65 was last summer when my Allegria was
falling in love with a dolphin. We called him
Flipper. Really every time when I was leaving
my mooring place in front of my house
nearby Zadar, Flipper was here, cruising
round the boat and following us through
the narrow channel between Novigradske
and the Vesebit channel. After miles he
was diving away. And every time when we
came back, he was here again and followed
us until Allegria was back on her moorings.
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Our children and a lot of friends made
thousands of pictures and videos. When we
let the tender into the water, Flipper was
always round the Williams accompanying
us. We could even touch his skin.
The relationship with the shipyard is amazingly
good. Frankly speaking it is as good as it should
be if you invest so much money. I have bought
more than 15 yachts in the last 30 years from
nearly all famous brands in Europe. And the
after sales service was always incredible poor.
I am working as a car dealer and we send
flowers to our customers on their birthday.
The value of a Porsche is roundabout 100
000 Euro. Here we are talking about millions
of Euro and before coming to MCY I heard
nothing again from the shipyard until had a
problem to solve and was calling them. This
is totally different with MCY. But the „holy
ghost“ behind everything is Fabrizio Iarrera. I
am not sure if he ever sleeps but he takes care
any time.

”
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Awards

Best Motor Yacht 40’-75’
Asian Marine & Boating Awards
Shanghai Boat Show 2013
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SPONSORED BY

Flybridge over 55 ft
Motor Boat of the Year Awards
London Boat Show 2013
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IN AGENDA

Boat Show

Sydney International
Boat Show 2016
Australia
28 July - 1 August
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Cannes Yachting
Festival 2016
France
6 - 11 September

Genoa International
Boat Show 2016
Italy
20 - 25 September
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TO BE CONTINUED...

In the next issue
MCY 70.
BEAUTIFULLY
DIFFERENT
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